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ABSTRACT

The energies of low-spin yrast states, E(4t) and E(21+)'(and the tran-
sition probabilities, B(E2; 2+ _ 0_+), which are among the most revealing
and easiest to measure observables of collectivity, show remarkable global
correlations that provide new signatures to identify particular structures.

Despite weil - established trends, the detailed evolution of the basic observables

in nuclei, such as the energy and decay properties of the first excited states is not
well understood. It is our purpose to discuss correlations of these observables, and
to establish their role in classifying nuclear transition regions.

An analysis of yrast energies in collective even-even nuclei shows that the data
are highly correlated along a single curve. Figure 1 presents the correlation of the

2+ and 4+ energies in dl "collective" nuclei (R4/2 - E(4+)/E(2+1) >2.05 ). All
non-rotational nuclei ( R4/z <3.15), which include spherical, 7- soft, and transi-
tional nuclei, can be described by a generic anharmonic vibrator equation with
nearly constant anharmonicity (e4 = 156(10)keV), independent of internal phonon
structure:

E (4t) = 2.02 (2) E (2t) 4" e4 (1)

The transition from anharmonic vibrator to rotor entails a modification of e4 such

that the derivative dE(4+l)/dE(2 +) behaves as in a critical phase transition 1-

dE (4+)dE (2 +) = 2 4- a [Ec - E (2+)] `% (2)

where Ec=155 keV,A=0.39 and a = 0.19kev -'_ for Z=38-82 and E(2 +) < Ec.
This equation shows that, on average, the empirical derivative dE(4+)/dE(2 +)

is constant for nearly ali transitional nuclei (=2.0), and then suddenly turns nearly

vertically upward towards the rotor value (3.33) in a very narrow range of 2+ ener-
gies (---130-160 keV).

Another universal correlation, of B(E2; 2+ --, 01+) values with R4/2, can be de-

veloped z and shows that, though both observables are measures of collectivity, they
sample it in different ways. As recently shown by a Nilss0n - Strutinsky - BCS

calculations 3 B(E2;2 + ---, 0_+) values are sensitive primarily to the location of the
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Figure 1: Plot of E(4 +) and E(2+). The harmonic vibrator (R,/= --2..00)
and rotor (R4/= = 3.33) limits and a linear least-squares fit for nuclei
with R4/2 < 3.15 [eq.(1)]are shown. Inset: the derivative dE(4+)/dEl{2 +)

" against E(2 +) [eq.(2)].

absolute minimum (e2, e4) in the Potential Energy Surface while R41_ depends in a
more complex way on the overall shape and structure of this surface. This correla-
tion shows (fig.2) two well-defined tracks which are empirically occupied by nuclei
that undergo distinct types of transitional behavior: nuclei along the upper track
include those in the A ,_ 150 spherical vibrator --, symmetric rotor region while
the lower track consists of nuclei with N>_ 104 tha+. have axial asymmetric shapes.
The empirical behavior was shown4 to be a natural outcome of simple models of

nuclear shape transition regions (IEA-1), thereby providing a theoretical basis for
the interpretation of this two-track correlation as a simple new signature for iden-

• tilting the nature of nuclear shape transitions and, in particular, for distinguishing
spherical-vibrator.-, symmetric rotor from axially asymmetric ---, symmetric.rotor

: transition regions. Moreover, the B(E2;21+ --, 01+) values above can give evidence
concerning hexadecapole (e/) deformations.

Thus the measurement of just these two quantities in one or two nuclei in new
transition regions can replace the extensive data previously needed to unravel shape
transitional structure. These results demonstrate the importance of these easy-to-
measure observables and suggest the need to re-examine very basic ideas of the
microscopic basis for nuclear structure and its evolution.

Work has been supported under contracts DE-AC02-76CHOQ016 and DE-FG02-
88ER40417 with the United States Department of Energy.
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• . Figure 2. Experhnqmtalplot of B(E2; 2+ --, 0+) - R4/: compared with
schematic IBA-1 calculations (solid line) for the shape transitional trajec-
tories U(5)--, SU(3) [ spherical vibrator --, symmetricrotor], 0(6)--, SU(3)
[7-soft --*symmetricrotor]and U(5) --. 0(6)[spherical vibrator --, 7 soft].
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Figure 3: B(E2_ 2+ --, 0+) and R4/_ values for all even-eveJanuc.ld with
Z > 28 plotted _t C_2ZA 218 with C=0.0144. Ez and _ axe from

"l I NUssca-Strutinsky-BCScalculations.
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